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BOISERIE



Classical lines enhanced 
by a contemporary twist 
define the MICHELANGELO 
boiserie. The sumptuous 
velvet upholstery creates an 
enveloping feeling, making any 
environment a treasure chest 
where the level of comfort  
is at its maximum. 

MICHELANGELO

Multilayer wood panels with solid wood profiles,  
both covered in velvet. Tone on tone solid wood skirting.
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Like a stage with an 
historic aura, BOHÈME 
evokes refinement and  
a tale full of luxury  
and elegance.
The decoration is inspired 
by the French style while 
the lines perfectly fit 
modern atmospheres.
The colour white prevails 
on the walls, reaches the 
ceilings and creates the 
flawless contrast with 
moulding and carving.

BOHÈME

Multilayer wood panels with solid wood
profiles and decorative ornaments.

White lacquered finishing with patina
and details in antique patinated silver leaf.

Frame profiles in gold leaf,
semi glossy lacquered finishing.
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The inspiration behind 
DOMUS AUREA is the 
Imperial imaginary, the 
magnificence and lavish 
beauty of Ancient Rome. 
The flawless equilibrium of 
the composition is balanced  
by the richness of details  
and their symbology:
fantastic flora and fauna, 
mysterious landscapes 
and fictional architectonic 
perspectives.

DOMUS AUREA

Multilayer wood panels with multi-level solid wood profiles.
Finishing in lacquered ivory with patina.

Profiles in antiqued gold leaf, semi glossy finishing.
Inserts of panels in antiqued mirror and

panels with “grotesque” decorations.
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DOMUS AUREADOMUS AUREA
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Luxury and elegance are 
the main features of the 
NORMA boiserie.  
A warm, sophisticated 
atmosphere defined by the 
natural shades of wood, 
masterfully assembled in 
perfect geometries.
The glossy finishings  
highlight the splendour of 
the environment and the 
perfection of details.

NORMA

Multilayer wood panels veneered  
in ray-of-sunshine frisé maple dyed honey.  

Solid wood profiles with antique gold leaf, glossy finishing. 
 

Lacquered Boiserie  
Multilayer wood panels with solid wood profiles. 

Bordeaux lacquered finishing with matt effect.
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NORMANORMA
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NORMANORMA
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A modern take for a traditional 
ritual: The UKIYO evokes 
the fascinating Japanese 
tea ceremony, solemn yet 
comfortable.
The walls, enriched by 
detailed miniatures of oriental 
landscapes and bamboo leaves, 
reflect the geometries of the 
tatami floor. 
A straw decorative panel depicts 
a harmonious panorama, while 
bamboo canes engraved in 
scented cedarwood create an 
effect of perspective depth.
The majestic chandelier - regular 
volumes at different heights - 
fits perfectly within the mood of 
the space. 

UKIYO

Multilayer wood panels veneered in oak  
with profiles in solid oak.  

Panels covered in rattan and panels 
lacquered “chinoiserie” style.

Gypsum oriental themed decorations  
in antique patinated gold leaf,  

semi glossy finishing.
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WALK-IN CLOSETS



A clever and utterly 
refined walk-in closet, 
FRIDA’s magic is a 
work of full and empty 
volumes perfectly 
orchestrated with the 
lighting system.  
The mirrors squared 
lines and the luxury 
textiles upholstering 
some of the walls add 
extra sophistication  
to the whole.  

FRIDA

Multilayer wood structure veneered in frisé maple
with ray-of-sunshine inlay, natural colour, and

inlays in mother of pearl with black profiles.
Profiles, frames and skirting in solid wood,

details in gold leaf, semi glossy finishing.
Doors and drawers in wood, showcases with

metal frameworks in gold finishing
and internal glass, back in quilted fabric.
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Playing with decoration  
and lightness the extra 
luxury walk-in closet FUJI  
is a dream come true.
The most precious 
materials and finest 
workmanship contribute 
to making FUJI the 
perfect system for the 
ideal wardrobe.

FUJI

Multilayer wood structure and shelves in lacquered finishing.
Shelves profiles with metal details.

Internal back in gold leaf with semi glossy finishing.
Doors with metal frameworks with gold finishing

and internal glass carved with oriental decoration.
Front drawers with white onyx insert.
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Inspired by the interiors of the 
Colonial age, the namesake walk-in 
closet brings to mind spaces full of 
history and artisanship at its finest.  
With its dark wood structure, 
COLONIAL shows a strong character, 
appeased by refined details in 
champagne gold and lightened  
by a see-through element.  
The contrast between dark and bright 
panels creates a tridimensional 
environment.
Fully equipped to contain and display 
clothes and accessories, COLONIAL 
is completed by a central element 
including a makeup station and 
a grand mirror that enriches and 
amplifies the space.

COLONIAL 

Multilayer wood panels veneered in walnut,
declined in a natural shade in the internal compartment

and in a darker shade on the external structure.
Solid wood profiles and skirting with champagne  

gold leaf details, semi glossy finishing.
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SOFAS LOW TABLESARMCHAIRS BENCHES / POUFS / STOOLS DINING TABLES

J.TOU-57J.TOU-57
TOULOUSE

Side table with structure in lost-wax  
cast brass. Glass top.

ø 60 x h 48 cm

J.BUR-07J.BUR-07
BURTON

Bench with structure in beechwood.  
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.

112 x 55 x h 54 cm

J.GRA-143 J.GRA-143 
GRANDCAMÉE 

3-seater sofa with structure in hand-carved 
wood with gold leaf f inishing J288O.  

Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.  
N° 7 cushions included.

285 x 97 x h 94 cm

J.VEV-42 J.VEV-42 
VERVEINE 

2-seater sofa with structure in wood.  
Hand-carved legs with gold leaf f inishing 

J288O. Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric. 
N° 8 cushions included.

218 x 84 x h 76 cm

J.VEV-41 J.VEV-41 
VERVEINE 

Armchair with structure in wood.  
Padding in foam. Hand-carved legs with gold 

leaf f inishing J288O. Upholstery in fabric. 
N° 2 cushions included.

90 x 97 x h 97 cm

J.FUJ-214J.FUJ-214
FUJI

Dining table with structure in metal with 
gold finishing. Top in maple wood.  

Engraved glasses with Oriental decorations. 
Lighting system. 

292 x 212 x h 79,5 cm

J.FRA-71 J.FRA-71 
FRAGONARD

Armchair with structure in solid beechwood  
finished in antique gold with patina J2880. 

Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric. 
N° 1 cushion 50 x 50 cm included.

85 x 100 x h 91 cm

J.LUM-57J.LUM-57
LUMIERE

Side table with structure in lost-wax  
cast brass. Top in Cloudy Onyx.

ø 50 x h 71 cm

J.SHO-47J.SHO-47
SHOGUN

Side table with structure in lost-wax  
cast brass. Top in Cloudy Onyx.  

Legs in wood with gold finishing. 

78 x 48 x h 90 cm

J.PLE-77CJ.PLE-77C
PLEASURE

Side table with structure in brass with silver 
finishing. Lost-wax cast brass decorative 

elements. Top in white Namibia Rhino marble.

ø 58 x h 71 cm

J.LUM-46J.LUM-46

LUMIERE 
Central table with structure in lost-wax cast 

brass. Top in Cloudy Onyx.

142 x 142 x h 48 cm

J.FAU-47J.FAU-47
FAUNO

Sculptural side tables with female  
f igure in lost-wax cast brass.  

Bevelled glass top. 

ø 70 x h 75 cm

J.TOU-47J.TOU-47
TOULOUSE

Side tables with structure and top  
in multilayer maple wood.  

Profile and details in antique gold with  
patina JG294. Bisquit porcelain statues.  

Lost-wax cast brass details.

ø 66 x h 66,5 cm

J.TOK-143J.TOK-143
TOKYO 

3-seater sofa with structure in poplar solid 
wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric.  

Base in wood with metal f inishing.  
N° 8 pil lows included.

340 x 170 x h 77 cm

J.JUP-33J.JUP-33
JUPITER 

Dormeuse with structure in beechwood. 
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric  

shaped like a shell. Legs in hand-carved wood 
finished in antique gold with patina J288O.

175 x 104 x h 97 cm

J.HIR-26BJ.HIR-26B
HIROKO

Stool with structure in turned solid 
beechwood with patinated antique gold 
finishing J288O. Seat padded with foam  

and upholstered in fabric.

ø 55 x h 48 cm

J.SOP-26J.SOP-26
SOPHIE

Pouf with structure in beechwood.  
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.

ø 138 x h 47 cm

J.SOP-26CJ.SOP-26C
SOPHIE

Pouf with structure in beechwood.  
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.

ø 54 x h 45 cm

J.ELE-26J.ELE-26
ELEGANCE

Pouf with structure in beechwood.  
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.

ø 54 x h 45 cm

J.HIR-47BJ.HIR-47B
HIROKO

Side table with structure in turned solid 
beechwood with gold leaf f inishing J288O. 

Top in white Namibia Rhino marble.

ø 70 x h 69 cm

J.HIR-146J.HIR-146
HIROKO

Central table with structure in turned solid 
beechwood with gold leaf f inishing J288O. 
Top in black and gold lacquered wood with 

oriental design laser engraving JG304.

ø 120 x h 42 cm

J.YOSJ.YOS-71 -71 
YOSHI

Padded armchair with structure in iron  
and foam finished in antique gold  

with patina J291O. Upholstery in fabric.  
N°2 Back cushions 60 x 60 cm and 

N°1 decorative pil low 50 x 50 cm included.

126,5 x 118 x h 76 cm

J.J.ENIENI-47-47
ENIGMA

Side table with structure in hand-carved 
beechwood finished in glossy and matte gold 
J287O. Top in white Namibia Rhino marble.

ø 90 x h 86 cm

J.ETO-16J.ETO-16
ETOILE

Chair with structure in beechwood  finished 
in antique gold with patina J288O.  

Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.  
Details in antique brass.           

58 x 62 x h 112 cm

J.RIV-28J.RIV-28
RIVOLI

Bar stool with structure in metal.  
Padding in foam. Upholstery in fabric.

49 x 47 x h 102 cm

CHAIRS
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J.DEC-12J.DEC-12
DECÒ

Mirror with structure in brass and 
bevelled mirrors. LED lighting.

82 x 3 x h 190 cm

J.CHAB-12J.CHAB-12
CHABLIS

Mirror with structure in hand-carved 
beechwood finished in gold with 

patina J291O. Bevelled mirror.

107 x h 185 cm

J.CHN-29J.CHN-29
CHAINE

Mirror with frame in hand-carved 
beechwood with gold leaf f inishing 

J288O. Natural mirror.

132 x h 235 cm

J.INT-12J.INT-12
INTRIGUE

Mirror with structure in hand-carved 
wood with gold leaf f inishing J288O. 

White lacquered bas-relief..

85 x 6 x h 195 cm

J.FUJ-13J.FUJ-13
FUJI

Showcase with structure in metal with  
gold finishing. Engraved glasses with  

Oriental classical decorations.  
Interior with back in mirror  

and glass shelves. Lighting system.

138 x 50 x h 210 cm

J.FUJ-11J.FUJ-11
FUJI

Sideboard with structure in metal with gold 
finishing. Top in white Namibia Rhino marble. 

Engraved glasses with Oriental decorations. 
Interior with back in mirror and glass shelves. 

Lighting system. 

258 x 60 x h 91 cm

J.SHE-11J.SHE-11
SHERAZADE

Sideboard with wooden structure  
laquered blue with gold decoration.

255 x 50 x h 90 cm

J.BRC-133J.BRC-133
BROCART

Bar cabinet with base in wood, hand-
carved legs and decorative frame finished 

in patinated antique gold. Structure in black 
lacquered wood with gold leaf laser engraved 

oriental decoration JG302. Two doors and 
three drawers with inner cover in microfiber. 
Central door and internal compartments with 
glass shelves and brass railing for glasses and 

bottles. Back covered in antique mirror.

171 x 56,5 x h 180 cm

STORAGE UNITS LIGHTING

J.FUJ-27J.FUJ-27
FUJI

Bar counter with structure in metal with gold 
finishing. Top in white Namibia Rhino marble. 

Engraved glasses with Oriental decorations. 
Lost-wax cast brass decorative elements and 

crystal columns. Lighting system. 

 170 x 80 x h 115 cm

J.WALJ.WAL-21B -21B 
WALLACE

Chest of drawers with structure in wood  
with cast brass decorative elements.  
Top in white Namibia Rhino marble.  

White lacquered finishing with patina and 
gold leaf details JG303. Two drawers with 

inner cover in microfiber. 

183,5 x 62 x h 95 cm

MIRRORS

COMPLEMENTS

J.CHA-CRYS-333J.CHA-CRYS-333
CRYSTAL

Chandelier 12+6 lights. 

ø 110 x h 160 cm

J.CHA-FEU-200 J.CHA-FEU-200 
FEUILLE

Chandelier with suspended decorative 
elements made in Murano glass with 
craquelet effect. Ceiling rose in white  

metal with n. 16 spotlights.   

ø 200 x h 150/250 cm

J.CHA-URA/16 J.CHA-URA/16 
URANIA

Ceiling lamp with 8 brass tubes and 16 lights. 
Ceiling rose in white metal.

ø 255 x h 100/200 cm

J.CHA-O-RINGJ.CHA-O-RING
OSAKA

O Ring suspension lamp with 10 lights.  
Structure in brass. Gold finishing. 

Upper round plate included.

ø 210 x h 230 cm

J.CHA-DECOJ.CHA-DECO
DECÒ

Wall lamp structure in brass  
and bevelled mirror.  

LED lighting.

20 x 4 x h 68 cm

J.OBJ-AISJ.OBJ-AIS
AISA

Table lamp in wood finished  
in antique gold with patina  

J2880. Shade in fabric.

ø 45 x h 65 cm

J.CHA-SPIRITOSJ.CHA-SPIRITOS
SPIRITOS

Table lamp in brass. 
Opaline glass light bulb.

ø 50 cm

J.ETO-22J.ETO-22
ETOILE

Vase with structure in beechwood 
gold finishing J288O.  

49 x 40 x h 77 cm

J.ETO-22BJ.ETO-22B
ETOILE

Vase holder with structure in 
beechwood gold finishing J288O.  

Top in white Namibia Rhino marble     

ø 52 x h 120 cm

J.CHA-SELJ.CHA-SEL
SELENIA

Floor lamp with structure  
in brass with gold finishing.  

Shade in white satin.

ø 36 x h 187 cm

J.CHA-FUJ-FL1J.CHA-FUJ-FL1
FUJI

Floor lamp with structure 
in oak wood. Shade in satin 
glass with engraved oriental 

decoration. LED light.

42 x 42 x h 259 cm

CONSOLES

J.DED-21J.DED-21
DEDALUS

Console with structure in brass with 
glossy finishing. Engraved frame.  

Top in white Namibia Rhino marble.

223 x 43 x h 87 cm
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